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Job role 

› Assists  in providing a comprehensive facilities management service to ensure the smooth, 

efficient and safe operation of the Jersey Financial Services Commission (JFSC) 

 Position type  

› 37 hours per week 

› Permanent 

› Reports to Facilities Head of Unit  

Team/Division 

The Facilities team consists of  

› Head of Unit 

› Supervisor 

› Management Assistant 

› Receptionist  

Your role and responsibilities 

› Works as a part of the Facilities Team, which includes facilities supervision and the 

management of reception and external contractors 

› Assists in maximising the use of the JFSC’s office space by reviewing plans, coordinating with 

teams, reorganising and physically moving office equipment and supplies 

› Assists the Facilities Supervisor by sorting and delivering mail, and by checking and moving 

items including the JFSC’s archive boxes 

Facilities Management Assistant 
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To apply for any vacancies at the JFSC, submit an application form along with your CV to careers@jerseyfsc.org 
 
 

› Assists the Facilities Supervisor in maintaining the premises in a fit and proper manner 

including reporting faults, unsafe practices and undertaking basic remedial work when 

required 

› Assists in monitoring the security of the building and JFSC employees in line with best 

practice 

› As necessary, works as part of the reception team to provide an effective front of office 

service, carrying out general clerical and administrative duties inclusive of operating the 

switchboard system and managing the meeting room calendar of bookings 

› Assists the Facilities Team with business continuity preparedness and fire evacuation drills 

› Keeps electronic registers up to date. Helps to organise regular testing of processes and 

assists occasionally out of normal working hours in the evening, early morning and at 

weekends 

› Follows policies and protocols for all aspects of the facilities function within the JFSC 

› Assists the Facilities Team with research on best practice and by drafting policies 

› Performs any other duties as directed to help the JFSC’s aim to provide a high level of 

customer service at all times 

For this role you will need

› Previous experience in facilities, health and safety and customer service is desirable 

› Proficient in the use of a range of Microsoft products 

› Holds a clean and current driving licence 

› A team player 

› Professional and customer focused  

› Excellent interpersonal skills 

Competencies 
 
› Achieving Excellence (Foundation)   
› Communicating Effectively ((Foundation)   
› Demonstrates Expertise (Foundation)   
› Planning and Organising (Foundation) 
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